
HOW TO WRITING A SUMMARY PARAGRAPH SAMPLE

For example, if you are writing about The Great Gatsby, you should address the two main.

Echoing the introduction â€” Restating your topic is a great strategy if you mean to bring the reader full-circle.
To write a first-rate summary, you need learn how to "read actively," focus on key words and ignore
unnecessary details. Use your own words, rather than copying the paragraph. In this case put "quotation
marks" around the phrase. For example, the author may have wonderful statements about Greece, but avoid
writing statements such as, "I would love to visit Greece someday" in your paragraph. How to Write a
Summary A "stand-alone" summary is a summary produced to show a teacher that you have read and
understood something. Write using "summarizing language. Write a complete bibliographic citation at the
beginning of your summary. This will give you a general idea of the subject and the author's purpose without
getting too bogged down in details and descriptions. How to produce a summary: 1. Pay attention to the
author's purpose for writing the paragraph. Outline the article. Even though the task may initially seem
difficult, summarizing a paragraph just means briefly stating the paragraph's main ideas. Read the article to be
summarized and be sure you understand it. This is also a very common type of writing assignment in graduate
school. Comprehensive â€” include only those points into your summary that are crucial to the development or
support of the main idea. Read Actively Read the paragraph once without highlighting or circling any of its
text. They should not be exactly the same, but they should present similar points. Example: In the feature
article "Four Kinds of Reading," the author, Donald Hall, explains his opinion about different types of reading.
Circle repeated words and phrases. A longer paragraph requires a longer summary. It is essential to have a
strong summary paragraph. The features of a summary: 1.


